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Abstract 
 

Pattern completion is the process that allows a memory to be retrieved by partial or 

degraded recall cues. Numerous theoretical studies, based on empirical data, 

suggest that the CA3 area of the hippocampus allows the storage of autoassosiative 

memories, due to its large number of recurrent excitatory connections. Although 

synaptic plasticity in the CA3-CA3 synapses is considered as the major underlying 

mechanism, recent experimental evidence suggests that active dendritic processes 

could also be involved. Thus, we argue that a more detailed understanding of the 

mechanisms supporting memory recall through pattern completion should be 

established. Towards this goal, we developed a simplified spiking model of the CA3 

area, which consists of multicompartmental pyramidal cells along with point 

inhibitory populations. To ensure its biological validity, a large amount of 

electrophysiological data was taken into consideration. Our model allows us to 

perform simulations of memory “storage and recall” and estimate pattern 

completion performance under diverse sets of conditions. Here, we provide new 

insight on how NMDAR-mediated nonlinearities contribute to the emergence and 

robustness of pattern completion. Furthermore, we make some predictions on how 

the nature of dendritic integration might affect the computational properties and 

behaviour of the CA3 network. 
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Introduction 

The hippocampal memory system 

The hippocampus is a key component of the mammalian brain that has been 

extensively studied for its implication in declarative memory and spatial 

navigation1,2. Despite the large evolutionary diversification of most other brain areas, 

the neuroanatomy and intrinsic connectivity of the hippocampus bear remarkable 

resemblance across species3 (Figure 1). This is indicative of its conserved 

computational role that is seemingly independent of the nature of information 

processed by higher-order cortical areas3. 

The early discovery of place cells4 (location-specific firing neurons) gave rise to the 

“Cognitive map theory”, according to which the hippocampus is responsible for the 

construction and maintenance of spatial maps of one’s environment5. However, a 

wealth of recent findings6,7 reveals its direct link to several other mnemonic aspects 

including social memory, contextual fear conditioning and temporal coding8–11. This 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 |Cross-species comparison of hippocampal anatomy. A) Schematic illustrations of 
the orientation of the hippocampal long axis in rats, macaque monkeys and humans. B) The 
full long axis of the hippocampus (red) can be seen in brains of rats, macaque monkeys and 
humans, with the entorhinal cortex (EC) shown in blue. C) Drawings of Nissl cross-sections of 
mouse, rhesus and human hippocampi. (Adopted from Ref. 2) 
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multipurpose role presumably resides in the distinct anatomical interplay between 

the hippocampal machinery and its adjacent areas (Figure 2). The hippocampus itself 

can be viewed as a convergence point for multiple routes of information12, that 

allows the interaction between previously unrelated, spatiotemporally coincident 

inputs. Theoretically, it provides a framework for creating well-structured 

representations of the experienced world that can be later utilized in either 

retrospective (memory retrieval) or prospective (mental simulations) cognition.  

  

 

Figure 2 |Multiple routes for sensory information reaching the hippocampus. The diagram 
describes how parallel routes of information converge to the hippocampus in the rat brain. 
The thickness of the arrows indicates the size of projection. (Adapted from Ref. 12) 

 

The discovery that the hippocampal system, in humans, is critical for the acquisition 

and the long term storage of memories13, was a breakthrough moment in 

Neuroscience. Patient H.M., an epileptic man whose medial temporal lobe structures 

(i.e., the hippocampus and surrounding areas) were surgically resected, ended up 

developing severe anterograde amnesia. Although his working and procedural 

memory were unaffected, his ability to store new episodic memories was 

permanently impaired. He also seemed unable to recall recent events preceding his 

surgery, even though his early memories remained intact. Recent studies provide 

insight on how memories initially require rapid synaptic plasticity within the 

hippocampus for their formation and are later transferred to neocortical networks 

through discrete stages of consolidation14. Nevertheless, the identification of the 

exact mechanisms and circuitry underlying these processes remains a field of active 

research. 
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Hippocampal circuits and pattern completion 

Memory encoding has been associated to long-lasting modifications of neuronal 

circuits in response to external stimuli. Thereby, patterns of electrical activity are 

stored as sparse distributed neural assemblies (neurons that have high probability of 

firing together), the so-called memory engrams15. The architecture, as well as the 

intrinsic connectivity of the hippocampus, has long inspired computational theories 

regarding the establishment and organization of episodic memories. 

The “hippocampal formation” (Figure 3A) consisting of the dentate gyrus (DG), the 

Cornu Ammonis areas (CA1-3) and the subiculum (SUB) can be viewed as a closed 

processing loop of incoming information. Most external input derives from the 

second and third layers of the adjacent entorhinal cortex (EC) through the perforant 

path (PP) and information within the hippocampus is conveyed in a rather feed-

forward manner (Figure 3B). The loop is eventually exited through the hippocampal 

back-projections to the deep layers of EC. A major exception to this paradigm is the 

area CA3 thanks to the extensive excitatory interconnections between its pyramidal 

neurons through associational and commissural (A/C) synapses. Due to its unique 

properties, the CA3 recurrent network has drawn the attention to both 

experimentalists and theorists over the past decades. 

  

 
Figure 3 |Hippocampal architecture and connectivity. A) Sample image showing the 
distinctive architecture of the hippocampus. B) Schematic diagram of the information flow 
within the hippocampal sub-areas. (A: adapted from Ref. 51) 

 

Plasticity mechanisms in CA3 are known for playing a major role in one-shot learning 

and associative memory recall16,17. Nonetheless, our understanding of the principles 

shaping these processes arises primarily from theoretical studies. The CA3 recurrent 

circuit has been hypothesized to perform as an attractor network (a network that 

has at least one stable state), where associations between arbitrary inputs can be 

stored and retrieved18–21. The most dominant hypothesis (Figure 4) is that memory 

A                                                                              B 
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engrams in CA3 are generated during learning, through the strengthening of 

recurrent synapses between mutually coactive pyramidal cells (PCs). Later, a stored 

engram may be partially reactivated by a subset of the cues that triggered its 

formation. However, its original firing pattern can eventually be restored thanks to 

plasticity mechanisms and attractor dynamics found in CA3. This feature, i.e., the 

ability to recall an entire memory from a fraction of the information being available 

during learning, is called pattern completion and represents an essential aspect of 

human cognition. For instance, cues as simple as the smell of a food or a melody on 

the radio can revive entire memories of known people, places or experienced 

episodes. 

It is worth mentioning that the formation of non-overlapping memory engrams in 

CA3 is assisted by a cooperative mnemonic process taking place in the DG, named 

pattern separation22. In brief, similar sensory information (e.g., red vs green apples) 

is separated by the large and sparsely active population of DG granule cells (GCs) 

before entering CA3 through the strong mossy fiber connections. This preprocessing 

step is hypothesized to secure memory fidelity and increase the storage capacity of 

the CA3 network. 

 

 

  

 

 

 
Figure 4 |Proposed pattern completion mechanism. During learning a memory pattern is 
stored via long term potentiation (LTP) of recurrent synapses in CA3. Later, incomplete 
activation of that pattern due to partial inputs can be rescued by the mechanism of pattern 
completion. 

 

Active dendritic processes in CA3 

Dendrites are the thin, membranous extensions of a neuron that receive incoming 

signals and transmit them towards the soma. The belief that, they are mere passive 

propagators of synaptic input is considered outdated and calls for revision. An 

increasing amount of theoretical and experimental findings reveals that they can act 

as semi-independent threshold units and possess a large repertoire of computational 

capabilities23–30. Hence, their intrinsic properties can greatly impact the way 

presynaptic information is translated into neuronal activity. 
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In CA3 there are several integration mechanisms that rely on the spatiotemporal 

distribution of synaptic inputs along the dendrites of pyramidal neurons31 (PCs). 

Interestingly, neighboring synapses onto CA3 PCs are more likely to be mutually 

coactive (than those located further apart) and receive locally convergent inputs 

from presynaptic cell assemblies32,33 (Figure 5A). This pronounced clustering of 

functionally related synapses is known to favor non-linear dendritic summation, 

which could increase the computational capacity of the CA3 area23. Indeed, 

simultaneous activation of adjacent synapses was shown to depolarize the soma of 

CA3 PCs in a highly supralinear, NMDA-dependent manner34 (Figure 5B) and 

facilitate Long-term potentiation (LTP)35. Furthermore, CA3 recurrent synapses seem 

to follow an uncommon symmetric spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) rule 

(Figure 5C), according to which supralinear responses are evoked regardless of the 

timing of pre/post-synaptic activity36. Finally, both associative (Figure 5D) and 

heterosynaptic (Figure 5E) plasticity phenomena appear to affect the excitability of 

CA3 PCs. Preceding unitary or bursting mossy fiber excitation (DG→CA3) can 

significantly boost any upcoming input arriving from A/C and PP pathways, 

respectively. Overall, it is evident that CA3 PCs tend to amplify synchronous 

presynaptic activity in a variety of non-linear mechanisms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 |Active dendritic integration mechanisms in CA3 pyramidal cells. A) Clusters of 
synchronous activity spines are evident along the dendrites of CA3 PCs in organotypic slices. 
B) Spatiotemporally coincident inputs elicit non-linear responses in CA3 PCs (ctr). In the 
presence of NMDAR inhibitors (D-AP5/MK801) this phenomenon is abolished. C) At 
CA3→CA3 synapses (green line), low-frequency pairing of excitatory postsynaptic potentials 
(EPSPs) and action potentials (APs) induces EPSPs amplification independent of temporal 
order. This mechanism is quite different from the classic asymmetric STDP rule (red line). D) 
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Illustration of current-clamp recordings from the apical dendrite of a CA3 PC in control 
conditions shows supralinear summation of A/C (CA3→CA3) and mossy fiber-evoked 
responses (associative plasticity). E) Illustration of typical PP evoked EPSPs (EC→CA3) 
recorded from the soma of a CA3 PC in control conditions and after burst of stimulation of a 
mossy fiber demonstrates heterosynaptic long-term potentiation of PP input. (A: adapted 
from Ref. 32, B: adapted from Ref. 33, C-E: adapted from Ref. 30) 

 

 

Objective 

The standard theoretical framework that currently drives hippocampal research37, 

primarily focuses on plasticity mechanisms, when it comes to explaining the role of 

hippocampal circuits in certain memory aspects. Thus, it fails to account for recent 

experimental evidence showing the presence of dendritic nonlinearities in CA3. As a 

result, the implications of nonlinear input processing in CA3-dependent operations, 

with few exceptions36,38, have remained unexplored. 

It turns out that NMDA receptors in CA3 are crucial for both active dendritic 

integration34 and pattern completion16. A popular interpretation that bridges these 

two is that NMDA spikes facilitate LTP between engram neurons (Figure 4), which in 

turn, helps sustain sufficient neuronal activity even in the presence of degraded 

input patterns16,35,37. However, no causal relationship between synaptic plasticity in 

CA3 recurrent collaterals and memory retrieval has been established so far31. In fact, 

alternative theories regarding the neural mechanisms underlying episodic memory 

consider LTP within the CA3 network as redundant under certain circumstances39,40. 

Our view is that dendritic nonlinearities in CA3 could explicitly support the 

mechanism of pattern completion. While not rejecting their potential role in LTP, we 

perceive NMDA receptors as a powerful computational tool. The slow kinetics of 

NMDA currents is likely to enable the accumulation of sequential inputs, and thus 

increase the coincidence detection capability of CA3 PCs. During recall, supralinear 

summation could ensure reliable and cost-effective activation of CA3 engrams, 

provided they receive a sufficient amount of synchronous or even temporally close 

excitatory inputs41. 

To test our hypothesis, we developed a simplified yet biologically constrained 

network model of the CA3 area, which consists of multi-compartmental pyramidal 

neurons, along with point interneurons. Our network model serves as a flexible 

experimentation platform for performing simulations of memory storage and 

retrieval under diverse sets of conditions. The incorporation of dendrites in CA3 

pyramidal neurons gives us the opportunity to investigate, whether and how 

dendritic nonlinearities contribute to the emergence and robustness of pattern 

completion. 
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Methods 

Network architecture 

The CA3 network model consists of 600 excitatory (PCs) along with 140 inhibitory 

neurons (Figure 6). External input is provided by 400 virtual afferents representing 

EC layer II neurons. EC activity patterns are simulated as independent, Poisson 

distributed spike trains, with mean frequency of 40 Hz, in agreement with empirical 

data42. A separate, publicly available network model43 of the DG consisting of 2000 

granule cells (GCs) is utilized to reproduce realistic DG responses (mossy fiber 

inputs). The above numbers represent a 1:500 scale of the equivalent populations 

found in mouse brains and provide enough power to explore pattern completion 

without sacrificing computational efficiency44,45. 

The populations of GCs and PCs are partitioned into non-overlapping clusters of 100 

and 30 neurons respectively, in order to mimic the lamellar organization found along 

the septotemporal axis of the hippocampus46. PC clusters have the additional role to 

account for the scale-free organization (non-random connection between neurons) 

reported in CA347. EC inputs are randomly distributed across the CA3 network while 

mossy fiber synapses follow a stricter lamellar arrangement. Intrinsic CA3 

connectivity is represented by both random and intra-lamellar recurrent synapses. 

 

 

 Figure 6 |CA3 network architecture. Illustration of the way the various internal and external 
components of the CA3 network interact with each other. 
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GABAergic control of the CA3 network is mediated by three distinct inhibitory 

populations, namely Basket cells (BCs), OLM cells and Bistratified (BiCs) cells. These 

populations currently represent, to our knowledge, the best documented inhibitory 

populations in CA3, while at the same time supply the PCs with well distributed 

inhibitory signals along the entire dendritic tree48,49 (Figure 7). OLM and BiCs are 

randomly connected to the entire population of PCs and their role is to contain the 

network activity through feedback dendritic inhibition. On the other hand, BCs are 

organized into lamellas and provide strong feedforward (from the DG) and feedback 

perisomatic inhibition. 

All connections are initialized randomly (uniform random distribution) and remain 

fixed across all experiments. A detailed overview of the network connectivity 

features is presented in Table 1. The majority of connection probabilities used are 

within margins set by neuroanatomical studies44. However, it seemed appropriate at 

times to adopt values diverging from empirical data. The reason is that due to small 

network size, retaining realistic values could result in some illogical connectivity 

patterns. For example, each PC receives approximately 46 mossy fiber inputs in vivo, 

therefore the estimated probability of the DG-CA3 connection is around 0.00004637. 

In our model, this probability would translate in a total of 55.2 mossy fibers inputs 

for the entire CA3 network (0.092 per PC). In this case, our chosen probability 

ensures that each granule cell innervates on average two PCs (6.7 mossy fiber inputs 

per PC), yielding a more realistic representation of the DG output onto the CA3 area. 

Lastly, due to the lack of adequate data, inhibitory connections were calibrated so 

that each PC would receive at least 4 synapses from the interneuronal populations (2 

BC, 1 OLM, and 1 BiC). 

 

Table 1 |Network connectivity parameters 

Pre Post Type Probability Total synapses 

EC DG lamellar - - 

EC CA3 random 0.03 7200 

CA3 CA3 random 0.04 14000 

CA3 CA3 lamellar 0.2 180/lamella 

CA3 BCs random 0.1 4800 

CA3 OLM random 0.15 2700 

CA3 BiCs random 0.15 2700 

DG CA3 lamellar 0.067 200/lamella 

DG BCs lamellar 0.5 200/lamella 

BCs CA3 lamellar 0.5 60/lamella 

 OLM CA3 random 0.036 650 

BiCs CA3 random 0.036 650 
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Modeling pyramidal neurons 

The PC model consists of a leaky Integrate-and-Fire50 (I&F) somatic compartment 

connected to 12 dendritic (leaky integrator) units (Figure 6). The equation describing 

both somatic and dendritic membrane potential is as follows (Eq. 1): 

 

  
   
  

   (     )  ∑                                    

 

where Cm is the membrane capacitance, Vm the membrane voltage, gL the “leak” 

conductance, EL the “leak” reversal potential (i.e., the resting potential), Isyn the  

synaptic current onto a compartment and w a spiking adaptation variable (identical 

to the one used in the AdEx I&F model51). The adaptation parameter (w) was set to 

zero for all dendritic compartments since no spiking mechanism was incorporated to 

them. 

The spiking properties of the soma are determined by the following set of equations 

[Eqs. (2, 3)]: 

 

        (       )                                              

                                                              

  
  

  
  (     )                                          3  

 

The first (Eq. 2) describes how the membrane voltage (Vm) is reset (becomes Vreset) 

every time it crosses the threshold for action potential initiation (Vthr). Also, upon 

spiking, the adaptation variable (w) is incremented by a value equal to b that is the 

spike-triggered adaptation current. The second (Eq. 3) determines the fluctuations of 

the adaptation variable. The adaptation coupling parameter (a) and the adaptation 

time constant (τw) affect the magnitude and the temporal dynamics of w 

respectively. All free parameter values chosen for modeling the somatic and 

dendritic compartments of PCs (Eqs. 1-3) are shown in Table 2.  

Great emphasis was placed on the biological validity of all neuronal models. Our goal 

was to adequately recreate, in silico, experimental data produced by a variety of 

electrophysiology protocols. How PC model passive and active properties compare to 

these of biological CA3 neurons is addressed in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7 |The CA3 Pyramidal model. Schematic illustration of the PC morphology, as well as 
the distribution of synaptic inputs along the dendritic branches and the soma. The number 
of dendritic compartments (12) is arbitrary, although their morphology is based on 

anatomical data (Table 2). EC and OLM inputs reach the distal parts of the apical tree, while 
BiCs and recurrent collaterals innervate the proximal and the basal dendritic branches. 
Mossy fibers inputs are primarily focused onto the apical trunk. Perisomatic inhibition is 
provided by BCs. 

 

 

Table 2 | Pyramidal neuron model parameters 

  Soma Dendrites 

Resting potential (mV) EL -78 -75 

Leak conductance (μS/cm2) gL 30 20 

Membrane capacitance (μF/cm2) Cm 1.6 3.2 

Spiking voltage threshold (mV) Vth -46.1 - 

Reset voltage (mV) Vreset -67 - 

Adaptation coupling parameter (nS) A 1.1 - 

Adaptation time constant (ms) τw 300 - 

Spike-triggered adaptation (pA) b 120 - 

Length (μm) l 70 150/100/150/150* 

Diameter (μm) d 70 0.8/2/1.5/1* 

 

 

 

* Values used for basal, trunk, proximal and distal compartments respectively (source: Ref. 47) 
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Figure 8 |Validation of the PC model. A) Table with the basic electrophysiological properties 
of the PC model. Al values are in accordance to experimental data52,53. B) Voltage traces of 
two actual CA3 PCs (left & middle) and a modeled PC (right) in response to somatic current 
injections (1 s). The similarity between the model and the CA3b pyramidal is intentional 
since CA3b area is supposedly more involved in pattern completion52. C) Membrane voltage 
recording of a real CA3b pyramidal (left) and the PC model in response to hyperpolarizing 
current injections (-200 pA / 1s). D) f-I curves of pyramidal neurons coming from separate 
hippocampal subareas. E) f-I curve of the PC model. F) V-I curve of a real CA3b pyramidal 
neuron. G) V-I curve of the PC model. (B-D: adapted from Ref. 52, F: adapted from Ref. 53) 

PC model properties 

Vrest (mV) -77.5 52 

Rinput  ΜΩ  146.3 52 

τm  ms  53.3  53 

Sag (mV) 2.2 52 

C                                              
Model 

F                                                                       G 

A                                                       B 

D                                                                         E 
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Modeling interneurons 

The three classes of interneurons (BCs, OLM, and BiCs) are modeled as simplified I&F 

neurons with no internal geometry (point neurons). Specifically, an adaptive 

exponential I&F model51 was used which is mathematically described by Eq. 4 

combined with the aforementioned equations, Eqs. (2, 3). 

 

  
   
  

   (     )         (
     
  

) ∑               

  

Eq. 4 behaves similarly to Eq. 1 with their main difference being an extra exponential 

term that determines the action potential and its upswing. The parameters used for 

all interneuron models are available in Table 3a (source Ref. 49). Their main 

electrophysiological properties as well as all the validation tests performed are 

shown Table 3b and Figure 9. 

Table 3a | Inhibitory neuron models parameters 

  Basket OLM Bistratified 

Resting potential (mV) * EL -58.5 -60 -61.3 

Leak conductance (nS) GL 7.5 2.1 6.6 

Membrane capacitance (pF) Cm 90 70 124 

Spiking voltage threshold (mV) Vth -35 -32 -35 

Reset voltage (mV) Vreset -45 -50 -50 

Slope factor (mV) ΔΤ 2 2 2 

Adaptation coupling parameter (nS) a 0.8 1 0.6 

Adaptation time constant (ms) τw 130 100 100 

Spike-triggered adaptation (pA) b 35 55 25 

 

 

Table 3b| Inhibitory neuron models electrophysiological properties* 

 Basket OLM Bistratified 

Rinput (ΜΩ) 
120.5 

    .9 ±  0.9  
322.6 

 3 5.  ±   .6  
138.9 

  38.8 ± 8.   

τm (ms) 
12 

   .  ±  .   
33.3 

 33.3 ±  .   
18.8 

  8.8 ±  .6  

Sag ratio 
0.93 

(0.93) 
0.83 

 0.79 ± 0.   
0.96 
(n/a) 

Repetitive firing 
45 

  7.  ± 5.   
36 

 36.  ±  .   
46 

  6.8 ± 7.   
 * Values in parentheses represent experimental data (source: Ref. 49) 

* Experimental EL values: BC → -58.5 ±  .8, OLM → -60 ± 3. , BiC→ -61.3 ± 5.   source: Ref.  9  
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Figure 9 |Validation of the interneuron models. Voltage traces of the modeled interneurons 
(left) and their real counterparts (right) in response to depolarizing or hyperpolarizing 
somatic current injections (1 s). (Experimental recordings adapted from Ref. 49) 
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Modeling synapses 

Two types of synapses have been modeled; excitatory consisting of AMPA and 

NMDA receptors (AMPARs/NMARs), and inhibitory consisting of GABAA receptors 

(GABARs). The majority of ligand-gated ion channels, such as AMPARs and GABARs, 

display an approximately linear current–voltage relationship when activated. Thus, 

ionic currents passing through them can be mathematically described by the 

following equation (Eq. 5): 

 

         ( )[  ( )      ]                                   5  

 

where gsyn is the ohmic conductance of a channel and Esyn the reversal (equilibrium) 

potential. 

In contrast, NMDAR conductance is highly variable due to the gate blockage by 

magnesium ions (Mg2+) near resting membrane potentials. Their opening, apart from 

glutamate binding requires the electrostatic repulsion of Mg2+ by an influx of positive 

ions granted by AMPARs opening. The fraction of NMDA channels that are unblocked 

can be fitted by a sigmoidal function54: 

 

 ( )  
 

   [    ]    (    )
                               6  

 

where η is the sensitivity of Mg2+ unblock, γ the steepness of Mg2+ unblock, and 

[Mg2+]ο is the extracellular Mg2+ concentration. Therefore, the NMDA synaptic 

current is calculated as follows (Eq. 7): 

 

         ( ) ( )[  ( )      ]                              7  

 

which is a combination of Eqs. (5, 6). 

The ohmic conductance is simulated as a sum of two exponentials55; one based on 

the rising and the other on the decay phase of the postsynaptic potential. This allows 

time constants to be set independently. We simulated such a function as a system of 

linear differential equations56: 

 

    ( )       ( )                                            8  
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where τrise and τdecay are the rise and decay time constants respectively, h0 a scaling 

factor and u(t) is the function of two exponentials, u(t) = exp(- t/ τdecay) - exp(- t/ τrise), 

which is divided by its maximum amplitude. The assigned values for all general 

synaptic parameters (Eqs. 5-9) are shown in Table 4. As a side note, AMPA and 

NMDA time constants can be quite variable, depending on the type and position of 

the synapse57. For simplicity, we have chosen fixed values for both depicting the 

general notion of NMDA being a significantly slower component than AMPA. 

 

Table 4 | General synaptic parameters 

AMPA reversal potential (mV) EAMPA 0 

AMPA rise constant (ms) τrAMPA 1.5 

AMPA decay constant (ms) τdAMPA 8 

NMDA reversal potential (mV) ENMDA 0 

NMDA rise constant (ms) τrNMDA 15 

NMDA decay constant (ms) τdNMDA 100 

GABAa reversal potential (mV) ENMDA -86 

GABAa rise constant (ms) τrGABA 0.3 

GABAa decay constant (ms) τdGABA 3.3 

Mg2+ sensitivity to unblock (mV-1) η 0.1 

Mg2+ extracellular concentration (mM) [Mg2+]o 1 

Mg2+ concentration factor (mM-1) γ 0.062 

 

All unitary synaptic responses have been manually calibrated to ensure they are in 

agreement with experimental data31,58–60. Table 5 contains the selected conductance 

values for all possible synaptic combinations found in the CA3 network model, as 

well as their corresponding unitary postsynaptic potentials (uPSPs) elicited upon 

presynaptic suprathreshold excitation (at rest). In cases of missing or ambiguous 

experimental data (e.g., PC→INs synapses) gAMPA/gNMDA conductances were 

chosen to result in uPSPs of 1 mV amplitude. On a side note, the large PSP value 

corresponding to DG→PC connections represents the postsynaptic depolarization 

evoked by the activation of a single mossy fiber (granule cell axon). Mossy fibers 

make contact with PC dendrites through some distinctive giant boutons that contain 

as many as 35 release zones, and are capable of creating powerful depolarizing 

currents31. 
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Table 5 | Synaptic conductances and unitary responses 

Pre Post gmax (nS)* uPSP (mV) 

DG PC (trunk) 7.5/7.88 10.29 

DG Basket 0.51 1 

EC PC (distal apical) 0.56/0.59 0.6 

PC PC (basal) 0.51/0.53 0.6 

PC PC (prox. apical) 0.51/0.53 0.6 

PC Basket 0.51 1 

PC OLM 0.27 1 

PC Bistratified 0.55 1 

Basket PC (soma) 52** -1 

OLM PC (distal apical) 55** -0.4 

Bistratified PC (prox. apical) 60** -0.6 

Bistratified PC (basal) 60** -0.5 

Noise PC (soma) 1.3 1.4 

Noise Basket 1 2 

Noise OLM 0.54 2 

Noise Bistratified 1.1 2 
 

 

 

 

Comparing CA3 patterns 

To quantify the degree of similarity between pairs of CA3 activity patterns, two 

separate approaches have been adopted. The first (Figure 10A) estimates how two 

patterns compare in terms of population coding. The 2-dimensional activity matrix of 

each pattern (spike-times) is transformed into a binary vector, where each element 

corresponds to a PC index. Active neurons are scored with 1, while silent neurons 

with 0. In order to compare two “activity” vectors we used the following metric, 

namely “population similarity” (Eq. 10): 

 

    
     

     
                                              0  

 

where, HD is the Hamming distance61 (the number of positions at which the 

corresponding values are different) and ax / ay the number of active neurons in each 

vector.  

*    Dual values represent gAMPA and gNMDA respectively 
** Values corresponding to gGABA (inhibitory synapses) 
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The second approach (Figure 10B) estimates how similarly the action potentials of 

two CA3 patterns are distributed in time. To do so, we first quantified the temporary 

activity of the network, by grouping the spikes of the 2-dimensional activity matrix 

into time bins of 50 ms. Thus, for each pattern we end up with a vector where each 

value represents the total number of spikes generated within a specific time frame. 

To compare these vectors we apply the Pearson's correlation coefficient62.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 |Comparing CA3 patterns. Two different approaches have been utilised for 
estimating the similarity of two CA3 patterns. The first (top illustration) estimates the active 
population similarity while the second (bottom illustration) measures how similar two 
patterns are in terms of rate coding. 
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Software and hardware 

All simulations were performed using the BRIAN (BRIAN v1.4.3) network simulator63 

running on a high-performance computing cluster (HPCC) with 312 cores under 64-

bit CentOS Linux operating system. Data analysis was performed in Python 2.7.13 

(https://python.org), while all figures were created using the Matplotlib python 

package (https://matplotlib.org). 
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Results 

NMDAR dependent nonlinearities facilitate pattern completion 

A series of simulations was performed, where we examined the CA3 network 

responses, in the presence of partial versions of previously stored input patterns. 

Through targeted alterations of synaptic properties, we came one step closer into 

unraveling the potential role of nonlinear dendritic processing in the mechanism of 

pattern completion. 

Altogether, fifty different patterns were constructed, each consisting of two 

components; random EC input simulated as independent Poisson spike trains (see 

Methods) and DG input generated by a supportive model of that area43. Storage and 

retrieval of patterns involved two discrete stages. First, each pattern was individually 

introduced to the CA3 network, causing the potentiation of EC-CA3 and CA3-CA3 

synapses (increase of synaptic weight by 50%) within coactive PC populations. Later, 

by utilizing the same exact inputs as recall cues, we established the network activity 

corresponding to the control (learned) CA3 memory patterns (Figure 11).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11 |An example of how random input is converted into a CA3 pattern. A randomly 
generated EC pattern is transformed into a model-derived DG pattern and together they are 
applied to the CA3 model. The resulting network activity (pre-learned CA3 pattern) 
determines which connections (EC→CA3 & CA3→CA3) are going to be strengthened. A 
learned CA3 pattern is the network response to a previously stored input pattern. 
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An important first step was to estimate whether the CA3 network is capable of 

performing pattern completion under control synaptic conditions (gNMDA 100%). At 

that direction, we constructed nine incomplete variants of each input pattern by 

randomly removing some fixed percentage   0%,  0%, …, up to 90%) of their 

respective EC and DG spikes. When the partial patterns were used, an expected 

decline in recall efficiency was observed (Figure 12). However, the distance between 

the stored and the partially retrieved CA3 patterns was disproportionate to the size 

of input being removed. For example, 40% input removal was translated into 20% 

decline in recall performance. Therefore, we confirmed that the network model is 

capable of performing, to some extent, pattern completion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To examine the effect of nonlinear processing in pattern completion, the previous 

experiment was repeated, although with reduced values of NMDAR conductance 

(gNMDA). The properties of AMPA receptors remained fixed across all trials. At single 

Figure 12 |The effect of input removal on memory recall performance. Here we show how 
recall performance is affected by various amounts of input removal. Two metrics have been 
utilized to estimate the degree of similarity between the control (learned) and the partially 
retrieved CA3 patterns (see Methods). The blue curve describes pattern similarity at rate 
coding level while the red one at population level. The diagonal (dotted) line represents the 
expected decline in performance provided it is proportional to the amount of input being 
removed. For a given set of conditions, we assume that pattern completion occurs when 
recall performance exceeds its expected value (falls above the diagonal). Below the diagonal, 
the network fails to perform pattern completion and generally exhibits poor recall 
performance.  Data are represented as mean ± SEM, n = 50 patterns  
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synapse level, lowering gNMDA by half results in roughly linear input-output 

relationship, while bellow that threshold synapses became sublinear (Figure 13A). At 

network level, partial blockage of NMDARs seems to have a detrimental effect on 

network excitability (Figure 13B). As a result, the ability of the network to retrieve 

stored information from partial recall cues is also compromised (Figure 14). 

Therefore, we conclude that proper NMDA receptor activation is crucial for robust 

pattern completion and memory recall in general.  
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Figure 13 |The effect of gNMDA reduction on dendritic integration and network 
excitability. A) Input-output relationship at a proximal dendritic compartment. For this 
experiment we simultaneously activated an increasing amount of synapses and measured 
the peak somatic depolarization at rest. At control conditions, dendritic nonlinearities 
emerge at EPSPs of   mV size  ≈7 coactive synapses .  The dotted line represents linear input 
summation. B) Distribution of active PC population size (N=50 patterns) indicating network 
excitability under various conditions. At control gNMDA values the network exhibits more 
reliable reactivation when incomplete patterns are used. Partial blockage of NMDARs 
(gNMDA 50% or 25%) appears to have a very negative effect on network excitability. 
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Figure 14 |Proper NMDAR function is critical for robust memory recall and pattern 
completion. Here we show how recall performance is affected by various amounts of input 
removal under diverse synaptic conditions. A) Comparing the similarity of active CA3 
population between complete and partial recall cues. B) Comparing the temporal 
distribution of spikes between complete and partial recall cues. Note the performance 
decline in both population (A) and rate-coding (B) level when gNMDA is reduced.  (A-B: Data 
are represented as mean ± SEM, n = 50 patterns  
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Linear dendritic integration fails to replicate the effect of dendritic 

nonlinearities on memory recall 

We showed that disrupting NMDAR-mediated nonlinearities significantly impairs 

pattern completion and memory recall. Our next objective was to examine whether 

this phenomenon is attributed to poor network excitability only, or if supralinear 

dendritic integration offers any computational advantage per se. If the former 

applies, then counterbalancing the depletion of NMDA currents through a linear 

mechanism (i.e., enhancing AMPA receptors) should essentially rescue pattern 

completion. 

To test this hypothesis, another round of simulations was performed, where PC 

dendrites were made linear, through a decrease of gNMDA by half (Figure 13). To 

compensate for the impaired function of NMDARs, several values of AMPAR 

conductance (gAMPA) were examined. Interestingly, increasing gAMPA proportionally to 

the decrease of gNMDA failed to restore network excitability (Figure 15), despite their 

initial values being almost equal (Table 5). Most likely, the slower kinetics of NMDA 

receptors facilitates the aggregation of temporally coherent EPSPs resulting in 

amplified voltage responses. Ultimately, we discovered that increasing gAMPA by 

250%, elicits responses that are comparable to the control model behaviour, while 

above that threshold the network becomes overexcitable (Figure 15).  

 

 

Figure 15 |Estimating the effect of various synaptic mechanisms on network excitability. 
A: Average active PC population size under various synaptic conditions. B: The distribution of 
the normalized pattern activity under the same conditions as in A. Here for each pattern we 
divided the total number of spikes with the number of active PCs. (A: Data are represented 
as mean ± SEM, n = 50 patterns, B: n = 50 patterns) 

 

It turns out that boosting AMPA receptors significantly enhances memory recall 

when NMDA-dependent nonlinearities are suppressed (Figure 16). However, 

A                                                                          B 
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restoring network excitability through a linear synaptic mechanism (gNMDA 50% / 

gAMPA 250%) fails to rescue pattern completion entirely. At population level, the 

control mechanism appears more efficient with regard to input patterns that are up 

to 30% incomplete (Figure 16A).  When a larger portion of input (40-90%) is removed 

though, the two mechanisms lead to almost identical performance. Most probably, 

dendritic nonlinearities are less prominent in these cases due to the reduced number 

of spikes and as a result both mechanisms exhibit linear-like behaviour. 
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(See figure 18 legend on the top of the next page.) 
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Figure 16 | Boosting AMPA receptors can only partially compensate for the inhibition of 
NMDA receptors. Here we test whether the amplification of AMPARs can reverse the 
negative effect of NMDAR inhibition on memory recall and pattern completion. A) 
Comparing the similarity of active CA3 population between complete (control) and partial 
recall cues. B) Comparing the temporal distribution of spikes between complete (control) 
and partial recall cues.  Data are represented as mean ± SEM, n = 50 patterns  

 

However, when we compare the two dendritic integration types at rate-coding level 

(Figure 16B), the results are slightly different. This time, the advantage of nonlinear 

processing not only becomes more apparent, but is also extended to input patterns 

that are up to 50% incomplete. The discrepancy between population and rate coding 

suggests that, although the amplification of AMPARs improves network excitability, it 

is less successful in restoring the activity profile of stored patterns. Indeed, after 

analyzing each CA3 pattern individually, the above hypothesis was confirmed (Figure 

17). Thus, we predict that active dendritic integration provides an efficient 

mechanism for retrieving the temporal activity profile of stored CA3 patterns. This 

property could be critical for the reliable reactivation of the area CA1, the main 

external target of CA3 neurons. 

 

 

 
Figure 17 |A linear synaptic mechanism is less efficient in retrieving the temporal activity 
profile of stored patterns. Here we provide an example of how the temporal distribution of 
spikes is affected during recall by the use of a linear synaptic mechanism. Each curve 
describes the total number of spikes produced by the CA3 network within distinct time 
windows of 50 ms (simulation time: 1s). The blue curves (in both panels) describe the 
network response to a single input pattern. Note that although the two mechanisms result in 
similar network activity (n = number of active neurons, s = total number of spikes), during 
pattern completion experiments the non-linear one (left panel) provides more accurate 
representations of the stored pattern. 
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So far, our results demonstrate that dendritic nonlinearities contribute to memory 

recall, by providing an efficient mechanism for sustaining high network excitability, 

which in turn facilitates pattern completion. We saw that achieving similar 

performance through linear integration (gNMDA 50% reduced) requires 

unrealistically high values of gAMPA (250% increase). Nonetheless, even correcting 

network excitability through AMPAR amplification appears inadequate for restoring 

pattern completion entirely, especially when it comes to retrieving the temporal 

activity profile of stored CA3 patterns. 

 

Dendritic nonlinearities give rise to increased excitability windows that 

potentially enhance pattern completion. 

In the previous experiments, CA3 (and DG) responses resulted from randomly 

constructed EC activity patterns of one second duration. However, hippocampal 

processes in vivo are not only highly systematic, but also occur in the millisecond 

scale2,64. Considering that input timing is critical for the emergence of dendritic 

nonlinearities, a question that arises is whether pattern completion is also 

dependent on the temporal distribution of inputs reaching the CA3 area. 

With that in mind, another series of simulations was performed where DG patterns, 

rather than being generated by a network model, were artificially created in a semi-

random, modular manner (Figure 18). In short, each DG pattern (10 in total) 

consisted of a stable and a variable component. By adjusting the timing of the latter, 

we were able to create multiple versions of the original patterns with varying degree 

of spikes dispersal. For the sake of simplicity, all EC patterns were simulated (like 

previously) as independent Poisson spike trains with fixed properties across all 

experiments.  

 

 

(See figure 18 legend on the top of the next page.) 
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Figure 18 |Modular DG patterns explained. The term modular denotes that each pattern 
consists of two parts; a static (blue) that remains fixed across simulations and a variable 
(red) whose position can be shifted by 50 ms steps. The distance between the two parts may 
range between 50 and 950 ms, resulting in 19 variants of the original pattern. Either part 
represents an arbitrary population of 50 cells that fire once within a temporal window of 30 
ms (dotted lines). The two active populations are non-overlapping and combined they 
represent  5% of the total GCs population, which is in line with experimental data40. The faint 
red dots indicate 5 of the 19 different locations where the variable part can be adjusted. 

 

Next we examined how the network activity is affected by the distance between the 

two DG sub-patterns (Figure 19). For comparison, two synaptic mechanisms were 

tested; the control (nonlinear) and a linear one (gAMPA 300%, gNMDA 50%) which 

was previously identified to cause network hyperexcitability. Even though the linear 

mechanism appears more efficient when the DG sub-patterns are spaced more than 

300 ms apart, the same does not apply in cases they are delivered in closer temporal 

proximity. In fact, starting from the 250 ms threshold, the nonlinear mechanism 

seems to provide a far more powerful excitatory drive. To test whether this 

differential input-output relationship affects pattern completion performance, we 

created partial versions (10-30%) of all modular patterns that were later applied as 

recall cues. In contrast to our previous experiments though, no learning rule 

(strengthening of EC-CA3 and CA3-CA3 synapses) followed the initial simulations 

round, in order to explore whether pattern completion is possible regardless of LTP 

within the CA3 area31,39,40. 

 

 

Figure 19 |CA3 network activity as a function of the distance between the two DG sub-
patterns. Here we show how the dispersal of input spikes affects network activity. Each 
modular DG pattern has 19 variants depending on the distance between its two components 
(50-950 ms, with 50 ms step). Cyan curve: the results of 190 simulations using the nonlinear 
synaptic mechanism; red curve: same results for the linear mechanism. (Data are 
represented as mean ± SEM, n = 10 patterns) 
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As it turns out, the above synaptic mechanisms underlie two distinct network 

behaviors (Figure 20). On one hand, the linear mechanism leads to stable recall 

performance that is relatively independent of input timing. However, it is also 

accompanied by limited pattern completion capacity. The reason is that the decline 

in active population similarity is in most cases roughly equal to the amount of input 

being removed. On the other hand, the nonlinear mechanism displays strong input 

(size and timing) dependency that results in large performance fluctuations. When 

the amount of input being removed is up to 20% (Figure 20A-B), intra-pattern 

intervals that fall in the 50-150 ms range, seem to favor the emergence of pattern 

completion. Just outside this temporal window though, a sharp decline in recall 

performance is observed up until 300 ms intervals. Interestingly, beyond the 350 ms 

point, the two mechanisms yield almost identical recall performance. Finally, 

removing 30% (Figure 20C) of input appears detrimental for the performance of the 

nonlinear mechanism, when combined with intra-pattern intervals between 100-300 

ms.  
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Figure 20 |Pattern completion performance is affected by the temporal distribution of 
inputs to CA3. Here we show how the distance between the DG sub-patterns impacts 
pattern completion performance. For comparison purposes, two synaptic mechanisms have 
been tested; the control (nonlinear) as well as a linear yet highly amplified one (gAMPA 
300% / gNMDA 50%). In panels A, B and C we estimated pattern retrieval efficiency when 
10%, 20% and 30% of input is being removed respectively. The dotted lines (baseline) 
represent the expected recall performance, given it is in reverse proportion to the size of 
input being removed. The plane above the baseline signifies pattern completion. (Data are 
represented as mean ± SEM, n =  0 patterns  

 

 

The results of the previous experiment, although preliminary, were somewhat 

unexpected. This time, the comparison between linear and nonlinear dendritic 

processing did not end with a clear winner, since either is accompanied with some 

marked strengths and weaknesses.  Some implications of the above observations 

along with the potential reasons of why nature “selected” non-linear input 

processing in CA3 are explored in the following section (Discussion). 
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Discussion 
The central role of the CA3 area in certain aspects of hippocampal learning and 

memory is well supported by a wealth of theoretical and experimental work16–21,31,36. 

It is generally believed that synaptic plasticity within the CA3 recurrent network 

forms the basis of associative learning and pattern completion. Local 

pharmacological inhibition or genetic ablation of NMDARs in CA3, compromises the 

ability of mice to form conjunctive representations of novel environments, or recall 

memories by a subset of the cues presented during learning31. However, since the 

neutralization of NMDARs affects all input pathways onto CA3 PCs, no causal 

relationship between plasticity in the CA3-CA3 synapses alone and memory encoding 

has been established so far. Lastly, whether the connectivity of the recurrent CA3 

connections is actually modified upon learning, it remains unknown. 

At the same time, recent experimental evidence reveals the presence of numerous 

dendritic mechanisms in CA3 PCs34–36,65, the computational implications of which, 

with few exceptions, have remained unexplored.  Mishra et al. (2016)36 showed that 

by applying a symmetric STDP rule in an autoassosiative, spiking model, they were 

able to increase the robustness of memory storage and recall. Moreover, Kaifosh and 

Losonczy (2016)38 reported that nonlinear dendritic processing enhances the 

capacity of their abstract CA3 network model to store and retrieve large numbers of 

similar memories. Here, by utilizing a simplified yet biologically constraint model of 

the CA3 area, we provide new insight on how NMDAR-mediated nonlinearities 

contribute to pattern completion and memory recall.  

Pattern completion requires that the interaction between engram neurons becomes 

strong enough to evoke suprathreshold responses even by degraded input. In that 

context, we argue that NMDA spikes, apart from their potential role in LTP, provide 

the CA3 pyramidals with some beneficial computational traits. First, thanks to the 

slow kinetics of NMDARs, temporally coherent EPSPs have a greater chance to 

aggregate and induce amplified network responses. Moreover, NMDAR activation 

seems to underlie the emergence of persistent activity PC assemblies that remain 

relatively unaffected by moderate input loss. In our model, both features were 

negatively affected following a reduction of gNMDA, resulting in a severe decline in 

pattern completion performance. Interestingly, increasing gAMPA even to 

unrealistically high levels failed to fully compensate for the impaired action of 

NMDARs. Thus, we predict that NMDAR-mediated nonlinearities represent an 

efficient dendritic mechanism that could potentially enhance the retrieval of CA3-

related memories. 

Next, we address how different types of dendritic integration determine the 

behaviour of the CA3 network (Figures 19, 20). Our results demonstrate that, 

although linear dendrites result in more stable recall performance, the non-linear 
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ones give rise to a variety of responses that come with some marked computational 

advantages. First, provided there is sufficient synchronous input, dendritic 

nonlinearities are capable of inducing pattern completion without LTP. This is in 

contrast to the original attractor-based theory that describes synaptic plasticity 

within the CA3 area as the main mechanism involved. Secondly, nonlinear 

integration mediates the transition of the network between two distinct, stable (low 

vs high) activity states. Network bistability might serve as a threshold mechanism 

that ensures reliable reactivation only by an adequate amount of temporally 

correlated input (similarly to the action potential threshold of single neurons). Last, it 

is intriguing to assume a connection between the timescale in which NMDARs 

operate and the duration of theta cycles (≈100-200 ms). Makara and Magee (2013)34 

already showed that dendrites with slow NMDA spike decay preferentially drive the 

activity of CA3 PCs under theta-like stimulation. Our data suggest that pattern 

completion is favored when two input patterns (potentially representing two 

components of an associative memory) are spaced apart up to 150 ms. In contrast, 

intervals between 150-300 ms appear to be harmful for pattern completion. This 

successive alternation in performance could signify an underling mechanism that 

allows context reset between two consecutive theta cycles. 

Altogether, our work so far is addressing the potential implications of a previously 

overlooked dendritic mechanism that may play a major role in CA3-related 

operations. Our predictions, combined with recent advances in dendritic research, 

call existing hippocampal theories for revision, in order to account for the complex 

computational functions performed by dendrites. Our future directions include 

further assessing the impact of active dendritic integration on CA3 network 

computations. We are mainly interested in exploring the relationship between 

dendritic integration and network dynamics and how it is affected by other 

parameters such as LTP and hippocampal oscillations. Ultimately, we plan to extend 

the current CA3 model by connecting it to a network model of the CA1 area, which is 

the main receiver of CA3 output. This will allow us to estimate the read-out of CA3 

dendritic processes in memory in a more global and realistic framework.  
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